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INTRODUCTION

As human organizations continue to grow and evolve in the

post-industrial era, they need to make more frequent and faster decisions

to respond to chanring environmental demands. Writing more than a decade

aqo, Herbert Simon (1973) predicted that aln the post-industrial society,

the central problem [facing business) is not how to organize to produce

efficiently ... but how to organize to make decisions -- that is, to

process information." In the ensuing decade, other scholars of

organizational development have confirmed Simon's predictions. Huber

(1981, 1984) among others has suqqested that post-industrial

orqanizations will exhibit an increasing tendency to make more frequent,

more rapid and more complex decisions. Huber characterizes the

post-industrial knowledge environment in which organizations must operate

as being qualitatively different in two important respects: the

geometric rate at which the knowledge base grows and the adoption of high

technology means for distributing its contents. Huber arques that to

operate effectively in such an environment, the post-industrial

organization (whether military or industrial) will need to develop

innovative forms of (1) communication and computing technologies,

(2) decision qroup structures and technologies, and (3) decision process

management.

As communication and decision making functions become increasingly

important characteristics of organizations, critical theoretical and

practical questions arise about the effects of alternative organizational

structures, information sources and communication channels on the

effectiveness of organizational decision making. These issues become I
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even more significant as organizations increasingly adopt automated

communications technologies such as electronic mail and teleconferencing

systems and incorporate these new capabilities into their decision

support systems (Sprague 1980; Huber 1981; O'Reilly 1982; Kull, 1982;

Daft and Lengel 19b3, 1985; Lyman 1985).

There are two closely linked reasons why these computer-mediated SO

communication capabilities heighten the significance of the foregoing

issues of organizational design and effectiveness: First, decision-

making groups have traditionally selected communication modes that were

either (1) synchronous and spatially non-distributable (face-to-face

conversation); (2) asynchronous and spatially distributable (written

mail); or (3) synchronous and spatially distributable (telephony). The

advent of computer-mediated (tele)communication adds a fundamentally new

type of channel to the mix: Electronic mail and conferencing are

asynchronous or synchronous, out spatially distributable. As many

authors (e.g., Kochen, 1978; Hiltz and Turoff, 1978, 1981; Black, Levin,

Mehan and Vuinn, 1983; Reder and Conklin, 1984; Conklin and Reaer, 19d4;

Severinson Eklundh, 1986) have noted, the unique constellation of channel

features characterizing computer-mediateu communication (CMC) suggests

the potential for new forms of group communication to evolve. Closely

linked to tnis possibility is the potential for new processes of group .%

decision making to emerge, particularly among spatially distributed

groups. Although definitive empirical research on these matters is still

limited, several researchers have suggested that use of CMC not only

permits spatially distributed groups to communicate more easily, but in

some cases also more effectively, improving, for example, the quality of b
decisions reacned (Johnson-Lenz, Jonnson-Lenz and Scner, 1976; nhltz and

2
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Turoff, 1982; Mattac, 1983) . If this indeed proves to be the case, new

decision group structures, decision support technologies and decision

process management techniques could be developed to improve the dec ision

making capability of spatially distributed groups and organizations.

Several lines of research must converge to address these important

issues of organizational design and communication and decision making

processes. Research on organizational information processing must

clarify the alternative ways organizations monitor and acquire

information from the external enviro-nment (cf. March and Simon, 1958;

O'Reilly, 1982) and disseminate it internally for decision making. More

needs to be known about the tradeoffs among decision groups' use of

different information sources, communication channels and decision making

procedures. Cost benefit and cost effectiveness studies are needed to

examine the tradeoffs among these factors on group decision making.

Particular attention needs to be paid to how variables such as the

spatial distribution of the decision making group and the decision time

available to them condition the tradeoffs among their use of alternative

information sources and communication channels (Short, Christie and

Williams 1976; Mintzberg, Raisinghani & Theoret, 1976; Holland, Stead and

Leibrcck 1976; Huber 1981; O'Reilly 1982; Daft ana Lengel 1985)

A Paradigm to Study Channel Selection and Channel Effects

A research paradigm developed below suggests one critical line of

inquiry for this agenda. The paradigm examines how decision groups

select particular communication channels (e.g., face-to-face (FTF)

conversation, telephone, electronic messaging, etc.), how the channel

utilized by the group affects the nature of their cownunicative and
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decision making activity, and the effects these relationships have on the

outcomes of the decision process. The unit of analysis is a qiven qroup

engaged in a given decision task. Three facets of qroup behavior must be

systematically examined: (1) channel selection: what variables (i.e.,

the characteristics of the group and of the decision task) influence the

group's selection of particular channels for communication at specified

points of the decision making process; (2) channel effects: how does the

particular channel selected affect the qroup's communication (i.e., the

content and structure of messages) and decision process, and (3) task

outcomes: how do the foregoing variables affect the explicit decision

made by the group (termed here the decision outcome) and qroup members'

implicit evaluations of the decision (termed here the process outcome(s))

-- the perceived quality of the decision and decision process, the extent

of consensus or disaqreement qenerated, the perceived fairness of the

process, etc. Both decision outcomes and process outcome need to be

considered because effective overall organizational decision making may

require a mix of both Positive decision outcomes and positive process

outcomes. Long-term orqanizational effectiveness may depend not only on

making effective operational and strategic decisions, but on making many

of those decisions in ways that qenerate sufficient levels of consensus,

maintain sufficient degrees of organizational loyalty, avoid disrupting

organizational structure, and so forth. !

Previous Research

There has been considerable research within the disciplines of social *.

psychology, linguistics and communication, and organizational science

that bears on these matters. In reviewing this literature, a number of

4
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theoretical and empirical paradigms will emerge. Each offers some

important insiqhts on some issues, and empirical research conducted in

each paradigm has produced findings that are suggestive of what ought to

be examined more closely in the present investigation. At the same time,

each approach will be seen to be sharply limited in terms of its

applicability to the dynamics of channel selection and effects in the

decision making activities of modern organizations.

A considerable amount of research has been conducted on the

differential effects of using alternative communication channels. (In

this regard, we are concerned here, of course, only with the decision

qroup's use of interactive media, not with its use of broadcast or mass

media.) Comprehensive reviews of research comparing interactive

communication channels are available elsewhere (Short, Williams &

Christie, 1976; Williams 1977, 1978; Fowler and Wackelbarth 1980;

Heimstra 1982; Rice and Associates, 1984). Most of this research has

been conducted through one of two empirical methods: (1) controlled

laboratory experiments, in which pairs or small groups of subjects

perform assiqned tasks under experimentally manipulated conditions of

communication; or (2) interviews and surveys about individuals'

communication patterns, attitudes toward alternative communication

channels and perceptions of the relative utility of the alternative

channels for qroup conferences and other tasks. The earlier studies, of

course, typically focussed on comparisons of FTF and audio

teleconferencinq/telephony (with or without two-way video links) ; more

recent studies have included, if not emphasized, CMC in the interactive

communication channels being compared.
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There is not sufficient space available to review the research in

detail. Nevertheless, a number of important qeneralizations have emerged

and several significant conclusions can be drawn. One major area of 'U

aqreement amonq the many experimental and survey-based studies is that

observed channel effects depend critically on the nature of the

collective task. Tasks that are qenerally cooperative in nature and

tasks that demand relatively low levels of interpersonal involvement have

tended to be insensitive in laboratory experiments to the communication

medium through which they are conducted. This result has been obtained %

consistently for a wide variety of information transmission, opinion

exchange and cooperative problem solvinq tasks. On the other hand, tasks

that are essentially conflictual in nature or require relatively high 'p

degrees of personal involvement exhibit channel effects in laboratory

experiments (Short, Williams & Christie, 1976; Williams 1977, 1978).

Differences among alternative channels in such constructs as their degree

of "social presence" (Short, Williams & Christie, 1976) or "richness"

(Bodensteiner 1970; Daft and Lenqel 1983) have correlated reasonably well

with the channel effects observed in the laboratory. A variety of

effects has been consistently reported for "interpersonal" or conflict

related tasks. For example, channels low in "social presence" or

"informational richness" relative to FTF conversation are consistently

found in "interpersonal" or "conflict-related" tasks to carry lanquaqe

patterns that are more argumentative, more depersonalized, narrower in

focus and more task-oriented (Stephenson, Ayling and Rutter 1976; Weston,

Kristin and O'Conner 1975; Williams 1977). Channel effects similar to

these have been found in comparisons of CMC and PTF conversation as well

(Rice and Associates 1984; Kiesler, Siegel and McGuire 1984; Kiesler,

Zubrow, Moses and Geller 1985; Love and Rice 1985).

6
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Williams (1977) reviews several studies which found some closely

allied channel effects on task outcomes: FTF conversation is associated

with "softer" bargaining, more easily reached agreement, and decisions

based more on the personalities and personal influence of the

participants, whereas use of channels having lower "social presence" is

associated with harder bargaining, greater difficulty reaching

agreements, and decision outcomes based more on the merits of the case

than on the personalities and interpersonal influence of the

participants. Williams also cites experimental data which suggest that

use 4 .7hnnels having lower "social presence" may increase the

disruption of established hierarchies within the group and alter the

social processes involved in developing group solidarity.

Rice and Associates (1984) recently reviewed experimental studies of

channel effects in both "task manaqement" and "human relations" types of

activites conducted via FTF or CMC. Once again, channel effects depend

strongly on the nature of the task: no consistent effects are identified

for "task management" activities, whereas a broad array of channel

effects dre identified for the "human relations" tasks. In controlled

experiments involving "human relations" activities, FTF communication

exhibits a number of characteristic differences from C4C: FTF is

associated with more frequently expressed disagreement but also more

easily reached agreement; FTF is associated with more soliciting of

others' opinions, with higher levels of tension but also higher amounts

of relief from tension, and with greater solidarity than is observed in

CMC. Stated more generally, FTF involves a qreater proportion of

"socio-emotional" content, whereas C@C a greater proportion of

"task-oriented" content (Rice and Associates 1984).
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Surveys of users' attitudes toward and perceptions of the suitability

of alternative channels for coimminication exhibit a generally parallel

task dependency. Participants (and experimental subjects) in

teleconferencing were asked to rate the suitability of various channels

used as substitutes for FTF conversations or meetings. Strong

interactions are typically found between the given task and rating

differences for accomplishing the task through different channels. For

tasks such as getting to know someone, bargaining or negotiating with

others, or discussing sensitive topics, FTF conversation is typically

rated as being preferable to alternative channels, being more "personal"

and "friendlier." On the other hand, for a wide variety of "task

management" activities, differences in channel ratings are non-existent

or even reverse, so that audio-teleconferencing, CMC or written

communication may be preferred to FTF conversation (Champness 1972;

Short, Williams & Christie, 1976; Albertson 1977; Williams 1978; Fowler

and Wackerbarth 1980; Rice and Associates 1984)

There have been numerous theoretical explanations suggested for the

observed patterns of channel effects (Williams 1977; Rice and Associates

1984; Fulk and Van Tassel 1985). To a considerable extent, the various

theories concur in assuming that the locus of channel effects is

intrinsic in the media themselves; the theories differ primarily with

respect to the particular characteristic seen as critically

differentiating the channels. Three examples illustrate the range of

such theories: (1) theories based on differences in the intrinsic

bandwidth and overall communicative efficiency of the channels --

although such explanations can in principle account for some interaction

between task and channel, they cannot readily account for results such as

8



those found by Morley and Stephenson (1970) and others that the relative

advantaqe of FTF over other channels depends sharply on the strength of a

side's "case" in a negotiating task; (2) theories based on differences

amonq the channels' capacities to carry nonverbal cues -- such

explanations have qenerally misconceived the ways in which nonverbal cues

are incorporated into discourse and thus fail to predict, for example,

that turn-taking is often better controlled in telephone conversations

than in FTF discourse; and (3) theories based on differences in the

perceived social immediacy or intimacy of the channels -- although such

theories account for many of the extant results, they fail to predict

significant findings such as Short's (1973) discovery that attitude

change (measured as a dependent variable in controlled experiments) is

greater as a result of using the more "impersonal" channels.

Despite such uncertainties, the foreqoinq lines of research offer

some significant generalizations pertinent to issues being considered

here. The nature of the decision qroup's task can be expected to

interact sharply with the differential effects of using alternative

communication channnels. Such interactions have consistently shown up in

experimental and survey data sets. The interactions appear regularly in

several types of dependent variables of interest here: patterns of

language use, decision outcomes, and process outcomes. A deeper

understandinq of the interactions amonq task, communication channel and

outcome would greatly facilitate the design of more effective

organizational structures, decision-support systems and communication

technologies. Although the research reviewed offers a qood starting

point, there are formidable theoretical and methodological reasons why

its findings cannot be usefully generalized from the laboratory

9
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experiments and field surveys to ongoing behavior in organizational

settinqs.

There are several major points to be made in this regard. First, the

laboratory experiments typically have had very low ecological validity

with respect to the communicative and decision making behavior of most

organizationally-based groups. Two siqnificant features shared by most

of the experiments are of concern: the subjects who functioned as a dyad

or aall group in the experiment typically were (1) unknown to one

another and (2) not equally familiar and experienced with the

experimentally manipulated communication channels. There is considerable

evidence (some of which comes from these same experimental studies) that

channel effects in group communication are sensitive to the extent of

familiarity and solidarity among the individuals involved. Since members

of organizationally-based decision groups tend to know (and communicate

with) one another considerably more than do members of randomly formed

groups of subjects, there is more than an academic possibility that

results won't generalize from the latter contexts to the former.

The subjects' lack of equal familiarity with the communications

channels used in the experiment is also problematic. In many cases their

performance (or reactions to) using FTF conversation was compared with

that using, for example, audio teleconferencing or C4C. There is much

anecdotal evidence and some systematic data indicating that individuals

and qroups learning to use a new communications technology (e.q.,

electronic mail) utilize it differently while they are learning or

habituating to it than they do after masterinq its use (Finn 1985)

Many students participatinq in the experiments reviewed reported feeling

relatively strange or uncomfortable using unfamiliar channels for

10
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conducting group tasks. It is thus difficult to determine whether

observed behavioral differences result from differences in channel

characteristics (as many authors conclude) or differences in users,

familiarity with the media.

The second major limitation in the body of previous research is that

the theoretical framework underlying much of the experimental and survey

work has been one of channel equivalence or substitutability rather than

one of channel specialization. Most of the theoretical and empirical

inquiry has dwelt on testing the null hypothesis of channel equivalence

rather than progressing to vital issues of channel selection, whose

consideration is also critical for addressing issues of organizational

design, decision-support systems, and training needs. The channel

equivalence framework models the use of alternative channels strictly in

terms of their psycholcgical and communicative equivalence (and hence

substitutability) ; given the equivalence of two channels for a particular

category of tasks, their use is determined by such factors as their

relative costs and accessibility (Short, Williams & Christie, 1976)

Such models often predict no tradeoffs between channels which are not

equivalent. Williams (1977) has stated the limitations of the framework

very succinctly (and note that he was one of its chief architects):

One can only be sure that the transfer of a type of face-to-face
meeting to a telecommunications medium has no disadvantages if
one is sure that there are no psychological differences in

communicating over these two media. This is equivalent to
trying to prove the null hypothesis, a logically impossible

exercise. (p. 974)

There is a limited range of useful applications of such models; they

are particularly useful in cost benefit calculations of the tradeoffs in

substituting telecommunications for face-to-face meetings, the original

i~4.



target application of this framework (Reid 1971). Such models encounter

great difficulty, however, trying to aocount for the channel selection

decisions that occur in organizational settings on a daily basis

precisely because the alternative channels are not equivalent. The

phenomena of channel selection and channel switching within organizations

reflect a degree of functional specialization among the channels:

although each may be used nearly exclusively for some communicative

purposes or tasks, other communicative purposes or tasks or contexts are

in domains in which there may be considerable functional overlap among

several channels. One need only think of the pattern of communicative

activity in one's own office setting to appreciate the significance of

such functional specialization. There are usually some matters that are

communicated exclusively in writing as a formal memo, whereas other

matters may be discussed only face-to-face. And there usually are some

activity domains in which communicative events may transpire through one

of several alternative channels (e.g., phone, FTF conversation, an

informal note, etc.).

To model channel selection and effects in complex organizational

environments, then, their overall communicative economy must be

considered. The characteristics of communicative events, including the

channels through which they take place, are determined in highly

patterned ways. Two bodies of research in linguistics and communication

suggest avenues for assessing - and differentiating - channel selection

and channel effects: (1) sociolinguistic and conversational analysis and

(2) studies of code selection and mdality constraints.

Sociolinguists and conversational analysts have developed techniques

for observing and interpreting natural conversation, building on models

12



of discourse structure from the philosophy of language (e.g., Searle

1970, Grice 1975, Gordon and Lakoff n.d.) and literary text analysis

(e.g., Halliday and Hassan 1976, Halliday 1972, Brown and Yule 1983,

Stubbs 1983, Van Dijk 1982). They have built up from close observation

of the minutae of language (e.g., intonation, pronunciation, grammatical

forms, gestures) to the major structures creatinq cohesion in extended

discourse (e.g., reference among sentences and speech events, conventions

for opening and closing speech events, topic and speaker turn-taking

patterns), isolating linguistic structure factors from socially

conditioned speech norms and mapping the overlap and intersections of

language and social variables.

Searle and others established a fundamental distinction among speech

act types by analyzing the conversational impact of two classes of

verbs: those which have locutionary content (i.e., are propositional in

content; assert facts) and those which have illocutionary force (i.e.,

involve what is accomplished by what is said or assert speaker intent).

Working with texts of naturally occurinq communications, sociolinguists

have extended these two fundamental speech act types to describe a wide

variety of language features that have illocutionary force, that serve to

shape, restrain, and refigure what is said to create the cultural and

interpersonal impact of talk. Labov (1966, 1972) , Gumperz (1982),

Ervin-Tripp (1964), Philips (1983), Heath (1983) and others have shown

that speakers select among a variety of illocutionary options in order to

create interactional effects, linguistically encoding, for example, level

of comfort or solidarity, role relations, and attitude toward the topic

of conversation.

13



While the exact articulations of these affective factors are

culturally determined, the dimensions of the illocutionary acts are

universally present in human interaction (e.g., Goffman 1971, Gumperz

1982). Labov (1966), for example, demonstrated that variations in New

York City natives' and in-migrants' informal pronunciations of certain

words are highly correlated with the speaker's attitude toward living in

the city and sense of solidarity or antagonism toward other ethnic and

economic groups in the metropolis. He also found that changes in the
-C

pronunciation of these sociolinguistic variables when speakers carefully

monitor their speech (as opposed to using a casual conversational style)

are closely related to their level of self-esteem and personal

confidence. Conversational analysts have also developed powerful

predictive models for sociolinguistic variables in discourse structure.

Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1978) posit an ordered array of

communicative event types, ranging from informal conversation, which is

internally manaqed through a step-by-step allocation of speaker

turn-taking and turn-length, to ceremonial discourse, which is externally

managed, in which turns and turn-lenqth are almost entirely preallocated.

In a few promising studies these micro- and macro-analyses of speaker

manipulation of sociolinguistic variables have been successfully

correlated with social psychological analyses of interpersonal

interaction. Morris and Hopper (1980) , for example, have applied the
C

model for conversational turn-taking developed by Sacks, Schegloff, and

Jefferson and others to demonstrate how inferiors and superiors use -.-

specific linguistic conventions to repair conversational conflicts by -,

constructing new conversational conventions which permit discourse to

proceed despite disagreement. D'Andrade and Wish (1985) found that
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a
speech act categories correlated with Bales' (1958, 1951) Interactional

Process Analysis features in an experimental study usinq videotaped

family conversation. Labov and Fanshel (1977) were able to differentiate

and confirm the content and affect of therapeutic discourse, predicting

the therapist's assessments with transcript analyses based on speech act

and sociolinguistically derived linguistic categories. In a study closer

to issues being considered here, Anderson (1983) devised an ad hoc list 4

of "decision making task codes" which bear a strong similarity to

Searle's illocutionary verbs to analyze the National Security Council

Executive Committee's deliberations durinq the Cuban missile crisis; his

transcript analyses led to a model of crisis decision-making.

These sociolinquistic and conversational studies are extremely

promising for the analysis of the decision process. They point to

specific, empirically testable variables in messaqe texts that can be

used to index participants' levels of comfort with, involvement in, and

confidence about the group communication and decision-makin process.

A second body of communication research provides a direct link

between sociolinquistic variables and the channel selection and effects

questions posed in this study. Modality, or in the terms of this

research, communication channel, has been studied on the two channels of

speech and writing. Chafe (1982, Ochs (1979), Olson (1975) and olson and

Hilyard (1978) Tannen (1979, 198 2a, 1982b), Redeker (1984) represent the

substantial body of research investigating, analytically and empirically,

the differences in lanquaqe structure and interactional convention that

co-vary with literacy and orality. Oral texts tend, in this analysis, to

exhibit involvement (Chafe; parallellin Och's "informal", Olson's

*rhetorical" style), while written texts are characterized by

15
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integration. (Chafe; Och's "formal, Olson's "logical"). These are

synthetic constructs, representing communication as varying over a

continuum of styles indexed by varying rates of occurrence of specific

linguistic features. Written communications, for example, are richer in

complex sentence structures, nominalLzations, ana participles. Oral

communiations are rich in direct quotation, parallisms, turn-taking

monitoring devices, ana emphatic particles. Significantly, these

researchers associate oral and literate styles with chaacteristics of

the spoken ana written media as channels for communication. Written

communication is designed for distribution, often to an unknown or

unnumoere audience; it is pre-plannaole; it is re-readable; it lacks

feedback confirmation from its recipient. Oral communication exploits

feeoback ano monitoring from participants; uses rhythm, repetition, and

stress to create emphasis and underline structure; and makes use of

deictic and referential pointers that are fiuid within the communicative
I

event.

Studies of alternation oetween dialects, speech styles, ano languages

(e.g. Gumperz 1982, Gumperz and Hernandez 1972) find that such linguistic

code selection is a regularly patterned and predictable sociolinguistic %

variable, just as are the wide range of choices such as pronunciation,

intonation, and turn-taking. Thus the same social ana cultural

constraints that cause a speaker to select, e.g,. agonna' instead of

"going to" or "Let's dig in" instead of "I call this meeting to order"

also condition the choice of language among bilinguals. The specific
.5

features that characterize oral and written modalities have also been

found to be significant variables in code selection studies, suggesting

that the far broader base of known sociolinguistic variaoles may be used

to study channel selection and channel effects in group decision making.
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We propose that the use of sociolinguistic variables will effectively

measure the features and functions of messages produced through the

various communication channels during decision task process.

Generalizing from existing research into sociolinguistic variation, such

measures will more accurately reflect the social and linguistic

constraints on individals' communication than the subjective reports and

reactions used heretofore. In particular, analysis of the contextual

determinants of sociolinguistic variation in the message texts will place

communication channel choice behavior in a continuum with other

psychological and organizational variables and will isolate for analysis

the often confounded phenomena of channel selection and cnannel effects.

The introduction of sociolinguistic analysis into the study of

communication channel analyses of distributeo decision making offers an V

opportunity to address a variety of questions current in the study of

organizational decision making. Based on existing research, reasonaDle

hypotheses predict that: ta.

o Channel selection is specialized uy task characteristics

o Channel selection and effects are specialized by group %a,

characteristics

0 Channel selection depends on perceived stage of tne decision
process

o Sociolinguistic anaiysis can characterize channel effects that U'

enhance or impede group decision making for a variety of task

ana group characteristics.

0 Channel selection will be a significant preaictor of decision

outcome and process outcome even with task and group
cnaracteristics held constant .

o Interactions will occur between the spatial dispersion of the
decision group ano other group and task characteristics, such

that cnannel selection behavior will condition the effectiveness
of distributed decision making
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TESTING THE PARADIGM: A STUDY IN PROGRESS

As an example of how this approach can be used in research, a project

in progress will be described.

Overall Method

Intensive field studies of group communication ana decision making

patterns are being conducted in two organizational settings, chosen to

offer both the ready access ana cooperation needed tor tne study and to

provide a theoretically informative contrast in organizational context.

The contrast should reveal how organizational context influences and is

influenced by the phenomena of channel selection and channel effects.

Site Selection

Two large organizations will be studlea. They must nave

well-established use of 04C among geograpnically remote offices, so that

the effects of spatial distribution on communication ana decision-making

processes can be observed. Each must permit ongoing access to selected

decision groups throughout the organization and cooperate in gathering

various types of data. The two-site strategy will permit contrast of

cnannel selection ana effects within distinct organizational decision

making contexts.

The first field site -- currently being studied -- is a large

engineering and manufacturing company with major facilities at several

locations within a 25 mile radius in an urban area and sales offices

across the country and throughout the world. One particular product

group within tne company is serving as the chief focus of study. The

%I
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product group, like others within the company, includes its own

management, engineering, manufacturing, finance, marketing and sales

staff. The group is primarily based in one physical location; several

key staff, however, are based at another location about 20 miles away

because of their need to collaborate with otner related work groups.

Regular communication takes place between staff at these two locations,

through travel and telecommunication (telephone, electronic mail,

facsimile and courier delivery of written materials).

A variety of work groups and decision groups has been identified

within this product group. The communication and decision-making

behavior of these groups will be the primary units of observation and

analysis, as described elsewhere in this paper. Significant contrasts

exist among these work and decision groups in terms of size, spatial

dispersion, needs to communicate for accomplishing specific tasks, and

the nature of the decisions which they routinely make.

A suitably contrasting second site will be selected as the research

in tne first setting nears completion.

Initial Field Work

Initial field work will focus upon organizational analysis, tracing

the structure of routine and formalized decision making and the

circumstances ana procedures for the creation cross-unit decision groups

such as task forces and special committees. Structured interviews with

key decision makers will be conuuctea to identify the site's

communication ana problem solving structures following Mintzberg's (1973)

model and analyses developed in benavioral ana organizational tneory

(e.g., March and Shapira 1982) to locate and query these individuals.
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Significant effort is being devoted to situating the researchers in the

site and takinq on an open, participant-observer role in the organization

(e.g., Conklin and Reder 1984, Kanter 1976) and an active role in using

its communication channels.

This period of familiarization will produce an organizational

analysis and final specifications of task-, social- and

communicatiorr-structure criteria for selecting decision groups and tasks

for detailed study. This information will not only inform choices about

the decision groups and tasks to sample for inclusion in the more

structured phase of the field study (see below), but will provide the

research team with more indepth information and a network of close social

contacts that may prove invaluable later for assistance interpreting

events in terms of how they are perceived by employees, the "natives" of

the organization. Such inside perspectives on decision making and

communication patterns, in particular, will provide a means for

validating tentative interpretations of empirical relationships apparent

in the more formally collected data.

Formal Data Collection

Formal data collection in each site is being designed to provide

broad, representative information for model-based analysis of channel

selection and channel effects.

Figure 1 here

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed framework for data collection and

analysis in each site. Each box in the diagram represents a set of

observable variables. The leftmost box represents the unit of analysis,
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a given decision qroup paired with a qiven decision task to perform. The

independent variables of the study are the characteristics of the given

decision qroup and of the given decision task.

o Decision groups. The characteristics of decision groups to be
measured include their size and hierarchical structure, their
orqanizational status (e.q., an operational department, a task force,
an ad hoc committee), qroup members' familiarity with each other and
the extent of their spatial dispersion. The decision group will be
operationally defined to exclude individuals who act as experts or
consultants at one or more stages of the decision process rather than
as core group members (Huber 1984).

o Decision tasks. Decision task characteristics to be examined include
the nature and orqanizational significance of the decision to be
made, the time available for making the decision, and the
availability of various channels as communication resources for
making the decision (e.g., ready access to terminals for 04C, funds
for traveling to FTF meetings). Decision task identification will
generally follow the model of strategic decision making proposed by
Mintzberg, Raisinqhani, and Theoret (1976) (see Figure 2), as
critiqued and tested by Nutt (1984),

Figure 2 here

Anderson (1983) and March (1981). This research will begin study at
the second stage of the Mintzberq et al model, i.e., after a decision
imperative has been recognized, a decision group identified and a
decision process initiated. Assessmenl of task features and task
stage will be conducted, as in those studies, querying participants'
perceptions of their charge, access to resources (time, expertise,
financing, etc.), complexity and significance of the decision,
placement of the decision group in organizational structure, and
progress through the decision process. An empirically tested model
such as the Description and Classification of Meetings (DADM)
taxonomy (Connell 1974) will be used to guide the participant
interview process.

o Decision outcome and process outcomes. The rightmost box in the
diagram represents the outcomes of the decision-making process,
including what was described above as the decision outcome and the
process outcomes. These are dependent variables in the framework.
The decision outcome will be measured from decision qroup members'
post-process ratings of the quality of the decision reached by the
group. Process outcomes will also be assessed from participants
ratings and evaluations at the end of the decision process. The
literature review above indicated a number of process outcome

variables that should be examined. These include particpants'
perceptions of the group process, the extent to which consensus or
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disagreement was established, the perceived fairness of the process,
and the extent for which individual members support the decision
reached.

o Message characteristics. The middle boxes in the framework in
Figure 1 represent corponents of the groups' communication activities
during the course of a given decision task. In most cases, of

course, a series of communicative events takes place during a given
decision process. Typically, scheduled FTF events may take place at
critical stages in the process, with numerous communications on a
variety of channels and among sub-sets of the decision group
intervening. It is crucial to maintain a clear distinction between
channel selection and message characteristics, in order to study
their intersection.

For purposes of sampling channel selection and analysis, Gumperz,
Kaltman, and O'Connor's (1984) three-level model of interactional
units as composed of speech acts (universal, basic assertion or

interaction units), communication tasks (intermediate, recurrent,
general interactive intentions), and communicative events (culturally
specific, time-bound units of communication activity) will be used,
with assessment of decision task stage tied to each communicative

event boundary, as determined by language analysis.

Message samples will be gathered from those communications among core
decision group members about the decision task. Messages on each
communication channel will be evaluated using analyses from
sociolinguistics and discourse and conversational analysis, including
turn-taking structure (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1978; Fisher

1984; Morris and Hopper 1981, speech acts, reference, and
intentionality (Searle 1969; Labov and Fanshel 1977; Fillmore 1971;
Cicourel 1980; Dore 1977; Kraut and Higgins 1984; Grice 1975; Wish,
D'Andrade, and Goodnow 1980; D'Andrade and Wish 1985) , textual
structure (Halliday and Hasan 1976; Shuy 1982; Brown and Yule 1983;
Stubbs 1983; code selection constraints (Lambert 1967; Gumperz 1982;
Lakoff 1982; Shimanoff 1980; Freedle and Duran 1979), and modality
constraints (Chafe 1982; Tannen 1979, 1982a, 1982b; Redeker 1984;
Fillmore 1977; Olson and Hilyard 1982; Olson 1977; Ochs 1979).

Affective factors in messages will also be evaluated using
interactional process analyses. Interviews and exercises will focus
on participants' perceptions about group communication strategies,
group social process, progress through the task stages and quality of
decision outcome. In addition, participants will listen to and read
selected samples from decision group comnunications and their
reactions and interpretations will be recorded. These procedures
will follow the work of Wish, Deutsch and Kaplan (1976), Wish,
D'Andrade, and Goodnow (1980) and D'Andrade and Wish (1984) who have

established the correlation of speech act analyses of communicative
texts with bipolar scales of perceptions of interpersonal relations
(from Bales 1951, 1958), applying their empirical procedures to other
discourse variables and to channel selection factors, and Labov and
Fanshel (1977), Dore (1977), and Gumperz (1982), who have
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successfully applied sociolinguistic variables to predict and, with

participants (and, in Gumperz' case, in experimental settings), to
reconstruct extended interactional texts.

o Channel Selection. Procedures for sampling channel selection will be
created for all communication channels: Written documents, formal

and informal, will be collected through monitoring of the office mail
system and direct intervention in personal exchanqes of hard copy
documents. Electronic messages will be sampled through automated
collection programs keyed to the group members' addresses;

interruptive queries of users may also be introduced into the 04C

system. 0.

Phone and FTF will be observed within groups in which a researcher

has established a participant role and permission will be sought to
directly monitor and audio record selected formal and informal verbal

interactions. On a sampled basis, group members will maintain logs
of their interactions in all channels. Samples transcribed from
verbal communications and document texts will be subjected to close

linguistic analysis. For a sample encounter researchers will conduct
process queries and exercises during and immediately following the
interaction and at decision process stages.

Data Analysis and Modeling

The diagram of Figure 1 was designed not only as a frame for data

sampling and aggregation, but also as a structural model for multi-stage

least squares regression. Arrows in the diagram correspond to

assumptions made about causal ordering. Decision grop and task

characteristics are assumed to be known and fixed throughout the course

of the decision-making task. There certainly are occasions when the

nature of the decision task or the composition of the decision group

changes midstream; such cases will be excluded from the data analysis (on

the basis of answers to suitable screening questions in the post-decision

questionnaires filled out by group participants). Thus the independent

variables of group and task characteristics are assumed to be logically

prior to the remaining variables in the model.

The arrow from the Channel Selection to the Message Features box

represents the assumption that choice of communicative channel can
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causally affect the characteristics of the message sent through the

channel (e.g., a decision to speak to someone by phone rather than

sending a letter may impact the verbal message involved); the lack of a

reciprocal arrow leading from the Messaqe Features box to the Channel

Selection Box reflects a strong assumption made that causal effects in

that direction do not occur. The temporal ordering of the events is the

primary reason for making that assumption: it is assumed that the

message is not Produced in advance of the decision of how to send it.

Although there surely are cases in which, for example, a written message

is produced before deciding how to send it (e.g., by postal mail, special

courier or electornic mail), we will systematically exclude such events

from the data set. We are not interested in this particular study in

channel choices that reflect decisions about how to deliver or route

already existing messages.

The arrows leading from the Channel Selection and Message Features

bces to the Decision Outcome/Process Outcomes box again reflect

assumptions about the causal and temporal ordering of the events

involved. As noted earlier, measures in the Decision Group/Decision Task

and Decision Outcome/Process Outcomes boxes are punctuate measures at

qiven points in time. The measures of Channel Selection and Message

Features boxes, however, are aggregated over variable numbers of

interveninq communicative events. Nevertheless, some disaqqreqation and

testing of sequential effects may be in order, since the methods

described will "tag* individual communicative events with characteristics

such as the reported decision process stage at which the particular event

occured, the members of the decision group partiipatinq in the event,

and so forth.
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If the foregoing assumptions are made, tne paun coefficients for the

arrows in the model can be ascertained through standard multi-stage

linear regression techniques. Since a number of variaoles are involved

in each of the model's boxes, factor analytic and canonical correlation

techniques will be used to reduce the number of variables in the models

being tested.
C.

This model will be used to examine many interesting theoretical and

practical issues concerned with the relationsnips among decision group

and task characteristics, channel selection and channel effects in

spatially distributed communication and decision making. There is not

room to discuss the full range of issues tnat will be addressed, but they

do fall into several natural clusters that can be mentioned briefly.

First, interactions between spatial distribution and decision

characteristics should be clearly drawn. Of particular interest are

combinations of independent variables wnere task significance is high,

timelines are short, and groups are spatially distributed. Crisis

situations, ot course, often fit into this prescription. Aitnougn it is

not expected that much data will be collected during true crisis

situations, observed trends in communication ana decision-making patterns

as situational parameters approach the characteristics of crisis

situations should prove quite vaiuaole.

Of broad theoretical interest are questions about how channel

selection behavior fits into group decision-maKing. Strong interactions

are expected between the characteristics of the group, the nature of the

tdsk ana the channel selection benavior that individuals will display.

Social strategies for persuasion and social control, in particular,

should be evident in the channel cnoices tnat indiviauals exnibit.
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Language patterns should also reflect these interactions, but should not

disappear after channel effects are held constant statistically. That

is, group and situational influences on an individual's verbal behavior

are predicted even after the effects of those variables on channel

cnoices are taken into account.
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